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Stone floor raised to accommodate

underfloor heating. Existing stones

relaid.

Pews removed, retaining a number

of pews that are not fixed.

Font repositioned

Rood screen retained to retain

separation, but adapted as raised

floor to choir space is to be

removed to allow level access.

Organ repositioned away from the

window.

Choir stalls, timber screens and

raised floor removed to allow for

level access and for repositioned

freestanding pews.

Altar area retained but adapted as

raised floor area is to be removed.

Altar to be brought forward to allow

west facing service.

Doors added to the screen

to create storage spaces.
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Stone floor raised to accommodate

underfloor heating. Existing stones

relaid.

Pews removed, retaining a number

of pews that are not fixed.

Font repositioned

Rood screen retained to retain

separation, but adapted as raised

floor to choir space is to be

removed to allow level access.

Organ repositioned away from the

window.

Timber Altar surround and raised

floor area is to be removed.

Altar to be brought forward to allow

west facing service.

Choir stalls, timber screens and

raised floor removed to allow for

level access and for repositioned

freestanding pews.

Rood screen retained but

repositioned and adapted to

accommodate the level floor.

Low level cupboard formed below

window cill level to accommodate

chairs mobile stage etc. Doors and

paneling to be fabricated from

salvaged paneling from the choir

and Altar area.
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Blanchland Abbey Project

PROS

 There is good functional

storage.

 Improved light as the organ is

repositioned away from the

window.

 Level access.

 The rood screen is retained in

a traditional manner.

 Removal of the pews

improves the flexibility of the

space.

 The pulpit is retained and can

be used with any size of

congregation.

 The altar/font/pulpit provide a

balanced layout

 A larger congregation can be

accommodated without

division.

 There is greater flexibility of

the main Nave space with the

repositioning of the rood

screen.

CONS

 The rood screen obscures

the windows

 Loss of much of the Victorian

timberwork

 The rood screen divides the

main Nave space.

PROS

 Much of the Victorian timber

paneling and rood screen is

retained.

 Improved light as the organ is

repositioned away from the

window.

 Level access.

 The rood screen forms a

separation and more intimate

space for smaller services.

 Removal of the pews

improves the flexibility of the

space.

 Storage space is provided

behind the paneling.

CONS

 The stonework and windows

are obscured by the screen

and paneling.

 The storage space is

awkward.

 The rood screen divides the

main Nave space.

 There is limited space at the

altar, and cannot

accommodate the font.

 The pulpit becomes less

useful

 Larger congregations will be

divided by the roof screen


